COLTON STURGEON
Every story needs a storyteller. It’s my goal to create
film and photography as unique as the adventure
they portray. I do this through planning,
coordination, & creativity

785-260-5377
coltonsturgeon.com
colton.sturg99@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/colton-sturgeon

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

Johnson County
Community College

Longhart Studios – Photographer

Overland Park, KS,
August 2017 – May 2018

SKILLS
Photography
Self Starter, Storytelling,

Kansas City, MO • March 2018 – Present

Worked independently and with the photography team to create content
for companies in the greater Kansas City area. A few clients range from
Odimo, LLC, Alchemy Coffee, and Carved. By focusing on the view of the
client and mixing in my expertise, I am able to create some of the best
possible work for each company allowing for both the photography and
cinematography to align with their vision.

Storyboarding, Unique

Unsplash – Stock Photography Work

Perspectives, Editing

Topeka, KS • March 2017 – Present

Tools

Throughout my career as a photographer, I have focused on sharing my
best work with everyone possible. By utilizing Unsplash.com, my photos

Nikon, Cannon & Sony cameras,

have been seen over 25 million times and used for many different projects

Lightroom, Photoshop, After

across the board. While traveling and staying local, I have shared my

Effects, MacOS, Windows, Studio

views of the world through my work with everyone who has seen it.

Lighting

Self Taught Photography

WORK
Where to Find My Work
coltonsturgeon.com

Worldwide • January 2014 – Present

I’ve traveled all over the world focusing on getting the best shots when it
comes to my photography. From the USA to Sweden, I’ve taken many
pictures that have become a major focus on Unsplash and my website.

unsplash.com/@coltonsturgeon

PROJECTS
Odimo, LLC
By sharing my talents around the Kansas City area, I was asked to take
headshots of the employees at the Odimo architecture firm. This project
helped me understand what it is like to work with a client and see their
vision through.

The Monument of the West
A first hand account of my trip to the hidden gem Monument Rock.
Alongside stunning photography & video also comes the story behind
the unknown city of stone in the middle of flyover country.

The Story of a Photograph
A film about the unique and intriguing stories behind a photograph
which shares why a photo is worth a thousand words. This short film also
shares my talents in storytelling, editing, color grading, film, and
photography.

